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These are the things that time has not succeeded in lid-
ing completely; the art of Greece and the language of
Greece peer out at us from every heap of ruins, and some
of the most splendid monuments of the later phases of
Hellenistic art are to be found here in Syria.
The city of Antioch on the Orontes in northern Syria
for almost a thousand years remained a center of Hel-
lenistic culture for all Syria, repeatedly destroyed by
eruptions and by wars, but as often rebuilt with all the
splendor that Syrian kings and Eoman and Byzantine
emperors could command, was finally completely over-
whelmed in one last destructive earthquake; the depth
at which the old city lies buried and the presence of a
modern settlement above it will forever prevent its un-
earthing. But there were many other cities "built or
rebuilt in the north by the successors of Seleukos, and
in the south by these same kings or by the Ptolemies of
Egypt. Some of them, like the older cities, are now occu-
pied by modern towns, others, like Apamea on the
Orontes, are entirely deserted. There are few remains
visible that can be definitely referred to the time of the
Greek rulers of Syria, partly for the reason that later
buildings of the Eoman period were erected upon many
of the same sites. But excavations would undoubtedly
reveal buildings and inscriptions and other treasures of
the Hellenistic period of Syrian history.
The architectural glories of the native kingdom of
Palmyra were depicted in the publications of Wood over
a hundred years ago, but little work has been done at
Palmyra since.
The Hellenistic kingdom of Commagene in northern
Syria is hardly more than a name, its country has been
only partly explored by archaeologists, yet it must still
possess artistic treasures of a high order and inscrip-
tions of great historical value.
Little or no investigation of the monuments of this

